R8800

5 AVIAN STREET, KUNDA PARK, QLD, 4556

STAIRNOSING WITH TREAD INSERT
MATERIALS:
Aluminium extrusion.
PVC tread insert.
LENGTHS:
The maximum length for aluminium
extrusion is 6 metres. The extrusion
lengths will fit together for applications
longer than 6 metres.
WEIGHT:
0.930 Kg per metre.
TREAD INSERT:
A PVC tread insert comes with each
length of aluminium profile. A variety of
colours are available:
Light grey, black, light brown, dark brown
and red.
(Other colours are available on request).
LENS:
This product can also be fitted with a
polycarbonate lens. The lens must be
ordered as a separate product R8881-A - Amber lens.
R8881-B - Blue lens.
R8881-C - Clear lens.
R8881-G - Green lens.
R8881-O - Opal lens.
R8881-R - Red lens.
APPLICATION:
Coupled with the R8200 tubelight, this
product is designed to illuminate stairs.
The aluminium profile can be installed
discreetly over carpet and other flooring.
The tubelight fits into the profile, washing
light across each stair tread. A tread insert
comes with each length of aluminium.
Stairnosing can be coupled with a range
of products which come in the 10 x 10
polycarbonate tube, inlcuding the R8670
LEDline. It can be installed for emergency
and safety lighting applications.

R8200 - Tubelight
polycarbonate

R8881 - Clip in Cover
polycarbonate

101mm

31mm

4mm

72mm

TREAD INSERT

MODEL
R8800Stairnosing

OPTIONS
FINISH

INSERT COLOUR

Clear -C

Grey -Gr
Black -B
Light brown -Lbr
Dark brown -Dbr
Red -R
(Other colours available)

R8800Stairnosing

Specification information
Please select preferred options

Clear -C

Black -B

R8800-C-B

Sizes in millimetres

ALUMINUM EXTRUSION PROFILES
email sales@raydz.com.au
5 AVIAN STREET, KUNDA PARK, QLD, 4556
Ph ( 07 ) 5456 4141 Fax ( 07 ) 5456 1601
Disclaimer: While every care has been taken with the details of this specification sheet, Morlight Pty. Ltd. accepts no responsibility for any inaccuracies.
Morlight Pty. Ltd. reserves the right to change the specifications without notice to continually ensure you receive a superior product.

